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SPIIRASIntroduction: 
Emergency Response Actions

Operational information and operational decisions
Constantly changing circumstances
A multiplicity of actors with varying (sometimes conflicting) 
tasks and goals
Distributed decision making
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SPIIRASIntroduction:
Emergency Situation Management

Critical aspects of emergency situation management
managing and controlling sources of information
processing real-time or near real-time streams of events
representing and integrating low-level events and higher level concepts
multi-source information fusion
information representation that maximizes human comprehension
reasoning on what is happening and what is important. 

In this paper the emergency situation management includes:
medical care
evacuation
fire fighting
accident investigation

These operations can involve
public/governmental organizations
different private organizations
volunteers
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SPIIRASIntroduction: 
Motivating Scenario
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Knowledge Based 
Intelligent Decision 

Support System

Medical Data and 
Knowledge Bases 

- information for 
diagnostics

- possible courses of 
treatment and drug 
prescriptions

- identity
- initial personal data, 
such as age, diseases 
(e.g., diabetes, allergy, 
etc.), etc.
- current location 

Mobile device 

Ambulance 

- capacities
- facilities
- schedule

Hospital 

- capacities
- facilities
- schedule

Solution 

Evacuation Facilities

- capacities
- facilities
- schedule

- weather conditions 
forecast

- geography

- detailed personal 
information (diseases, 
medicines, etc.)

time

probability of 
survival

feasible time 
span

probability 
threshold

- action instructions

- action 
instructions

- action instructions
- action 

instructions

Geo Information 
System
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Introduction:
Decentralized Network

Centralized control is not always 
acceptable:

probable damages in local infrastructure
different subordination of participating 
teams
etc.

Possible failure in the core of a 
centralized system would cause 
stopping of the entire operation

Proposed solution: organization of a 
decentralized network.
For information integration purposes it 
is currently reasonable to use Web 
services.



SPIIRASIntroduction: 
Ubiquitous Computing 

Ubiquitous Computing ( Pervasive Computing, Ambient 
Intelligence, Internet of Things, Smart Space, etc.) is a new
model of human-computer interaction in which information
processing has been thoroughly integrated into objects and
activities.

Up-to-date information technologies are pressing towards 
collaborative and anti-hierarchical environments:

loosely coupled
flexible
agile
transparent to the end users
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SPIIRASIntroduction: 
Advanced Technologies for Emergency Response

Smart Space: device-based capabilities
providing information about the resources’ contexts (availabilities, 
locations, capabilities, etc.)
providing information about the emergencies’ contexts (types, locations, 
intensity, severity,  number of victims)
problem solving

Web-based Communities: human-based capabilities
providing information about the resources’ contexts
decision making
participating in the emergency response actions
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• Web-services
seamless information exchange



SPIIRASIntroduction:  
Smart Levels

Smart means that the entity can be (i) active, (ii) digital, (iii) 
networked, (iv) can operate to some extent autonomously, (v) is 
re-configuranble and (vi) has local control of resources it need 
such as energy and data storage.

Minimal type of smartness (level 1)is that a system has an 
explicit representation of its structure and state which it can 
share with other.

A medium level of smartness (level 3) is that systems support 
problem solving and reasoning. 
There are also multiple dimensions to intelligence in terms of the 
degree of human versus pure rational intelligence, the degree 
of individual versus collective intelligence used, the types of 
reasoning used and the types of environments intelligent entities 
can operate.
Resource: Poslad S. Ubiquitous Computing: Smart Devices, Environments and Interactions. John Wiley & Sons Ltd., 2009, 460 p.
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SPIIRASIntroduction: 
Smart Space

Resources
Information:

Sensors
Actuators 
Web-sites
Computational devices
…

Acting:
Individuals
Teams
Organizations

Web-services
representation of

resources’ contexts
capabilities of smart spaces
capabilities of Web-based 
communities 
victims’ contexts
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SPIIRASIntroduction:
Web-based Community

Web-based community for fire response
Members of emergency teams
Members of fire brigades
Car drivers
Evacuees

A Web-based community is a Web-enabled communication 
and social interaction between a group of people that have 
common interests

13



SPIIRASIntroduction: 
Ontology-Based Context Modeling Motivation

Theorem 1: 50% of the problems in the world result from 
people using the same words with different meanings.

Theorem 2: the other 50% of the problems results from 
people using different words with the same meaning.

Source: Kaplan S. The Words of Risk Analysis, Risk 
Analysis, Vol.17, N 4, August 1997
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Introduction:
Major Technologies

Ontology management to provide for semantic 
interoperability
Context management to provide for situation awareness
Two types of contexts are considered
- abstract context defining the structure of the problem / 

situation,
- operational context defining its parameters.

The operational context is built based on the abstract 
context and information obtained from sensors and other 
sources. It is constantly updated to provide up-to-date 
information for problem solving.

Profiling based on decision mining to provide for user-centric 
decision support
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Introduction:
Levels of Integration of Knowledge & Information

Domain level
Integration of heterogeneous knowledge describing the domain knowledge

Task level
Integration and formalization of tasks and problem-solving methods

Context level
Integration of information and knowledge relevant to the problem or situation

Decision level
Comparison of decisions  & solutions by user roles

Ontology

Current SituationApplication 
Domain

Problem

Problem Model
(Abstract Context)

Operational 
Context

Solutions
Decision

User Roles 
Preferences



SPIIRASIntroduction: 
Presentation Message

Need an approach to creation of a smart environment 
driven decision support system aimed at situation 
management and based on 

ubiquitous computing 
context management
web-services & intelligent agents
profiling
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SPIIRASApproach: 
Main Ideas

Common shared AO serves for terminology unification.
Each service has a fragment of this ontology corresponding to its 
capabilities / responsibilities. This fragment is synchronized 
automatically when necessary (not during the response operation). 

Each operation member is represented by a profile describing its 
capabilities.
Web-service standards are used for interactions.

External sources (e.g., medical databases, transport availability 
sources, weather forecasts’ sources) should also support these 
standards and the terminology defined by the AO. This is achieved by 
developing wrapping services for each particular source.

Each service is assigned an intelligent agent, representing it (together 
they will be called “agent-based service”). 

The  agent  collects  information  required  for  situational understanding 
by the service and negotiates with other agents to create ad-hoc action 
plans.
The agent has predefined rules to be followed during the negotiation 
processes. These rules depend on the role of the appropriate member.
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SPIIRASApproach:
Generic Scheme
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Service‐based
resource

representation Service

Web‐service
interface

Constraint
satisfaction

problem solving

Relationship
Correspondence
Reference
Information flow

Web‐service network

Resources
Resource network

Service network
configuration

Application ontology Abstract context Operational context

Organization of
collaborative
network

Self‐organisation

Profile

Ontology‐based
resource

representation



SPIIRASApproach: 
Self-Organisation Scenario
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Organisation from the set of contextual 
Web-services a set of Web-services (WSf) 

based on the services’ functionalities

Organisation from the set WSf a set of 
Web-services (WSa) based on the 

services’ availabilities

Organisation of Web-services community

Supplement the set of 
operational Web-services

Search or creation of lacking
Web-services and their registration

Is the set WSf
sufficient?

No
Yes

Are the services available 
over the predicted interval?

NoYes

Do there exist other  
variants of the set WSa?

Do there exist other  
variants of the set WSf?

Module of processing 
uncertain situation

No

No

Yes

Yes

^ Abstract context has been created

1

2

3



SPIIRASApproach: 
Self-Organisation Principles

Principle of maximum functionality 

Principle of maximum interval of availability  

- period when the n-th Web-service is available, 
- number of periods         over the interval             for the n-th Web-service     

Principle of minimum weight 

N – Web-service reliability
Tr – access time
C – cost
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T - instant when Web-services come to the decision of starting joint actions



SPIIRASSOA:
Advantages

Service Autonomy
reflects independence of the operation members, which in real life 
are independent.

Service Abstraction
helps to abstract from real services provided by the operation 
members and concentrate on their modelling via Web-services.

Service Standardisation
the standardisation is achieved via usage of the common standards 
such as WSDL and SOAP as well as common terminology 
described by AO. As a result the services constituting the network 
are fully interoperable and can communicate with each other without 
any problems.

Service Reusability
significantly facilitates the modeling process and decreases the 
amount of work required for model building. Besides, the existing 
services of available (legacy) systems can be used.
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SPIIRASSOA:
Generic Scheme

Each operation member is 
represented as an intelligent agent-
based service (or several services)
Integration of intelligent agents into 
Web-services results in “pro-active”
services undertaking initiative in 
negotiation 
Each service has its own knowledge 
stored in its knowledge base
This knowledge is described by a 
portion of the common shared 
application ontology related to the 
current service’s tasks and 
capabilities and called context
Capabilities, preferences and other 
information about the service are 
stored in its profile that is available 
for viewing by other agent-based 
services of the system
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Agent-based
service

SOAP-based 
information exchange

Application 
Ontology

OWL

Information Sources 
(including alternative 

sources)

Agent-based
service

Agent-based
service



SPIIRASSOA:
Communication

The services communicate with other services for two main 
purposes:

they establish links and exchange information for better situation 
awareness
they negotiate and make agreements for coordination of their 
activities during the operation.

Within the application ontology the relationships are defined 
specifying values of which class attributes of the domain 
ontology serve as input and output arguments for the methods of 
the task & methods ontology.
The services may also get information from various information 
sources

Information and knowledge acquired from outside the system is 
described via references to information / knowledge sources.

for example, navigating channel information can be acquired from a geographical 
information system (GIS).
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SPIIRASSOA:
Usage of External Sources

User

Property1

Propertyn

Context

Sensors, DB, …

Property1

Propertym

External source1

External sourcek

…

External sources/sensors

InformationData Knowledge

External 
source’s data



SPIIRASSOA: 
Information Sources Types

Sensors
physical devices that detect a signal,
physical conditions, etc;
Web-services working with sensors
have to support their outputs and
interfaces.

Databases
organized collections of information;
Web-services that work with databases have to support SQL queries;

Web-sites and RSS (RDF Site Summary)
textual information with predefined structure; Web-services that work 
with this sources have be able to work with RSS structure;

Users
may know large amount of information and can pass it to the Web-
service through graphical user interface (GUI);

other information sources
allow interaction through Web-services or for which appropriate Web-
services can be developed.
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DSS

request

reply
Pull IS

Push IS
DSS

inform



SPIIRASSOA: 
Information Sources Linking
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SPIIRASSOA: 
Problem Solving Sources

Web-service that can calculate value(s) of the attribute(s) based 
on information from different information sources.
Examples:

define the number of potential victims
define the number of required lifeboats (rescue vessels) and rescue 
helicopters required for the current operation
determine route (navigating channel) availabilities based on the
current weather conditions
select lifeboats and helicopters for taking part in the hurricane/storm 
emergency situation based on their current availabilities, locations, 
and route availabilities
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Application 
ontology

WSDLWSDL--filefile

Semantic Interoperability: 
Problem

MachineMachine--readable dictionaryreadable dictionary

attribute_12 name

attribute_11 name

attribute_21 name

attribute_nm name

…

attribute name

…

…

the same word 

synonym 

as
so

ci
at
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SPIIRASSemantic Interoperability: 
Lexical Relations

Word Wiktionary definition Synonyms Associated words

point A location or place. A point is 
defined by its coordinates

location, 
place, 
position, 
spot

location, 
coordinates
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SPIIRASSemantic Interoperability: 
Semantic Distance

- attribute name in the WSDL-file,
– attribute name in the application ontology;
– weight of lexical relation existing between        and         in the 

machine-readable dictionary;
– a set of paths from       to   
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SPIIRASSemantic Interoperability:
Which attribute from the application ontology can posses value returned by the 
Web-service function?

32

<?xml version ='1.0' encoding ='UTF-8' ?>
<definitions name='StockQuote' 
xmlns:soap='http://schemas.xmlsoap.org
/wsdl/soap/' 
xmlns='http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/'>
…
<message

name='getAccidentPlaceResponse'>
'output

<part name='Accident point' 
type='xsd:integer'/>

</message>
…
</definitions>

Application 
ontology WSDL-file

f(Accident point)=?
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Semantic Interoperability: 
Lexically Related Words

Word Wiktionary definition Synonyms Associated 
words

accident Literally, a befalling; an event that takes place 
without one's foresight or expectation; an 
undesigned, sudden, and unexpected event; 
often, an undesigned and unforeseen
occurrence of an afflictive or unfortunate
character

befalling, chance, 
contingency, 
casualty, mishap

befall, foresight, 
expectation, 
design, 
unexpected, …

point A location or place. A point is defined by its 
coordinates

location, place, 
position, spot

location, 
coordinates

location A particular place in physical space – place, space

type A tag attached to variables and values used in 
determining what values may be assigned to 
what variables

data type tag
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Semantic Interoperability: 
Semantic Network

accident

type

location

accident

place

point

data type string line

coordinate

space spot position

0,5
0,3 0,3

0,3

0,3

0,50,50,5

0,3 0,5
0,5

∞
Application ontology WSDL-file

… … …



SPIIRASSemantic Interoperability: 
Semantic Distance

Accident
Accident_type
Location

0),( =accidentaccidentDist

54.1
5.05.03.0

1),( =
+⋅

=locationpointDist

9.246
5.03.0

1),( 4 =
⋅

=typepointDist

Application ontology WSDL-file

Accident point
1,54

246,9

f(Accident point)=Location



SPIIRASCase Study: Fire Response 
Scenario
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Build. 16, 22th str.

Low severity

Other fire characteristics

Fire

Emergency 
response services

First actions plan
Evacuation planDecision

Decisi
on
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Smart space services
Fulfil resources’ functions and represent members of Web-based community 

Emergency response services
Organise Web-based community

Core services
Create model of emergency situation

Case Study: Fire Response 
Service-Oriented Architecture

37

Registration service

Application ontology 
service

Abstract context 
service

Operational context 
service

Emergency 
response 
service

Routing 
service

Decision 
making 
service

Smart 
logistics 
service

Resource 
services

Acting 
services

Resource 
services
Resource 
services

Acting 
services

Acting 
services



SPIIRASCase Study: Fire Response
Plan for First Response Actions
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Emergency 
response 
service

Resource 
services
Resource 
services
Resource 
services

Abstract 
context 
service

Routing 
service

Operational 
context 
service

•Emergency  type = fire
•Fire characteristics Fire

Fire characteristics

•Locations of emergency teams and fire brigades
•Types of vehicles teams and brigades use
•Route availabilities
•Hospitals’ addresses and free capacities

Fire characteristics:
•Number  of victims
•Fire location
•Fire  intensity
•Fire  severity 

Operational 
context

Decision 
making 
service

A set of feasible 
plans for actions

Efficient 
plan



SPIIRASCase Study: Fire Response 
Evacuation Plan
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Routing service

Operational 
context

Decision 
making service

A set of feasible 
routesEfficient route

Smart logistics 
service

EvacueeEvacueeEvacuee

Destination

•Evacuee destination
•Evacuee location
•Car destinations
•Car locations

Car driver

Walking path Ridesharing route



SPIIRASCase Study: Fire Response 
First Response Actions
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Decision making 
service

Emergency team1

Emergency team2

Fire brigade1

…

Plan for first 
response actions

Routing service

or

A set of plans for 
first response 
actions

Is any plan 
adjustmen
t possible?

Yes

No

and

Approval Refusal



SPIIRASCase Study: Fire Response 
Evacuation

41

Driver

Evacuee

Decision making 
service

Agreement

Non-agreement

Routing service

A set of feasible 
routes

Ridesharing route

Smart logistics 
service



SPIIRASCase Study: Fire Response
Application ontology

Emergency management
7 taxonomy levels
More than 600 classes
More than 160 class attributes
More than 40 hierarchical relationships
More than 50 associative relationships
More than 30 functional constraints
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SPIIRASCase Study: Fire Response
Abstract context

3 taxonomy levels
17 bottom-level classes
38 class attributes
around 30 relationships of different 
types
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SPIIRASCase Study: Fire Response
Acting Resources

Ambulances
Fire brigades
Car driver

Attributes to be instantiated
Locations
Availabilities
Capacities 
Facilities 
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SPIIRASCase Study: Fire Response
Operational context

9 victims
6 fire brigades in 6 fire trucks
1 fire brigades in a fire 
helicopter
7 emergency teams in 7 
ambulances
1 emergency teams in a 
rescue helicopter 
5 hospitals having free 
capacities for 4, 4, 2, 3, and 
3 patients
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SPIIRASCase Study: Fire Response
Plan Components

Acting resources
Emergency teams
Fire brigades
Car drivers

Transportation routes
Ambulances
Fire trucks
Cars

46

• Helping services
Hospitals



SPIIRASCase Study: Fire Response
Plan on First Response Actions

Efficiency criteria
minimal time of arrival 
of fire brigade at the 
fire location
minimal time of victim 
transportations

Acting resources
1 fire helicopter
6 ambulances (1 
ambulance (encircled 
in the figure) going 
from the fire location to 
the hospital twice)
1 rescue helicopter 
(going from the fire 
location to the hospital 
twice)
hospitals having free 
capacities for 4, 2, and 
3 patients

Estimated time needed for 
transportations of  9 
victims to hospitals 

1 h. 25 min.
47
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Case Study: Fire Response
Prototype Description

The prototype is a distributed Web-based system
In can be accessed through any Internet browsers from a 
notebook, PDA, mobile phone, etc.

the Internet today can be accessed from almost everywhere via, for 
example, a satellite). 

The decisions are delivered to the leaders of the emergency and 
rescue teams, and to the hospital administrations.
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Case Study: Fire Response
M3 Smart Space (1/2)

Space-based Computing 
Environment
• RDF/Triple-Store based

• semi-structured information
• ontology agnostic

• multiple, individual autonomous spaces
• information distribution over multiple 
devices
• embedded, OVI, PC, Mobile, etc.

Resources:
http://sourceforge.net/-projects/-smart
-m3
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smart-M3
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SPIIRAS
Case Study: Fire Response
M3 Smart Space (2/2)

Devices and software entities (applications) can publish their embedded 
information for other devices and software entities through simple, 
shared Service Information Brokers (SIB) – a "push"-based information 
sharing model rather than specific publish-subscribe.
The interface is provided by “Knowledge Processors (KP)” (or 
Agents)
The understandability of information is based on the usage of the 
common RDF ontology models and common data formats.
Smart-M3 is device, domain, and vendor independent.
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Smart Space

SIB

Knowledge 
Base

KP

KP

…

Application

Application
SIB – Semantic Information Broker



SPIIRASCase Study: Fire Response
Access from Mobile Devices
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Plan for emergency team
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Quantity of emergency 
teams and firefighter 

brigades

Weather conditions

Road locations 

Accident location

Locations and 
availabilities of hospitals

Availabilities of 
emergency and police 

teams, firefighter 
brigades

Road availabilities

Shortest routes

Locations of 
emergency and 
police teams, 

firefighter brigades

Selection of possible 
emergency and 
police teams,

firefighter brigades

Firefighter 
brigades selection

Selection of 
hospitals and 

emergency teams

Information 
resource service

Problem-solving 
resource service

Type of situation, 
number of victims

Police teams 
selection

Plan of action for 
emergency and police 

teams, firefighter 
brigades, and hospitals

Case Study: Fire Response
Community of Web-Services

22-24.02.2011 52
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Case Study: Fire Response
Web-Services’ Negotiations within the Community
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Registration 
service

Monitoring 
service

Problem-solving 
service "Action plans"

Acting service 
"Hospital"

SendResults(AccidentLocation, Location)

SendResults(Injured, Number)

Periodic: LookInput(HospitalSelection, Number)

Periodic: LookInput (HospitalSelection, Hosp_ID)

Periodic: LookInput(WS_Set, Ready)

SendResults(HospitalSelection, Hosp_ID)



SPIIRASCase Study: Fire Response
Evacuation Plan

Evacuees
26 persons to be evacuated

Results
22 persons evacuated by 16 cars 

Efficiency criteria
minimum evacuation time
maximum evacuation capacity
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Ridesharing route: driver’s view Ridesharing route: evacuee’s view
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Case Study: Fire Response
Operation Member Profile
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SPIIRASCase Study: Hurricane / Storm Emergency 
Situation Response
Information Sources

current weather conditions are taken from the sensors and 
Web-sites
routes (navigating channels) of the maritime area are taken 
from the GIS
information about lifeboats and rescue helicopters available in 
the area is read from a database, their locations are provided 
by the GPS-based devices installed on the vessels/helicopters
emergency location, its characteristics, and the approximate 
number of victims is provided by the smart sensor of the 
vessel in distress (a device transmitting coordinates, speed, 
orientation, acceleration, states of different vessel’s systems, 
etc.)
hospitals available in the region and their locations are read 
from the healthcare infrastructure database, hospital free 
capacities are provided by hospital administration systems.



SPIIRASCase Study: Hurricane / Storm Emergency 
Situation Response
Current Situation



SPIIRASCase Study: Hurricane / Storm Emergency 
Situation Response
Solution
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Conclusion

An approach to self-organizing of resources in a smart environment for 
emergency  management is proposed
The decision support systems developed for the approach purposes is 
implemented as a set of Web-services that self-organize an ad-hoc service 
network according to the context of the current situation
The research results showed that the approach makes it possible to obtain an 
ontology-based model of a emergency situation that embeds models for 
problems requiring solutions in this situation
Application of emergency response operation members’ profiles allows the 
Web-services to take into account specific information about the members as 
well as their tacit and explicit preferences

As a result, the Web-services become capable to efficiently organize themselves in a 
service network for a common purpose. 

Proposed approach and SOA-based environment would support distributed 
decision makers with the means to collaborate using shared information 
space based on existing network-centric services and context / role 
relevant knowledge
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Future Work: Using Cyberspace to link Physical 
World Information to Communities

Semantic
Integration Knowledge

Physical World Cyberspace Communities / Social 
Networks

Source: Internet of Things: an Early Reality of the Future Internet. 
Workshop report. Prague, May 10, 2009 



SPIIRASFuture Work: 
Recommendation Systems

Recommendation ( recommending / recommender) systems are widely 
used

in the Internet for suggesting products, activities, etc. for a single 
user considering his /her interests and tastes,
in various business applications

Group recommendation is complicated by the necessity to take into 
account not only personal interests but to compromise between 
the group interests and interests of the individuals of this group.

The typical architecture of the group recommending system is proposed 
based on three major components:

profile feature extraction from individual profiles,
classification engine for user clustering based on their preferences,
final recommendation based on the generated groups.
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SPIIRASFuture Work: 
Group Recommendation System Architecture
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Common ontology

Self-organization

Current situation 
described by 

context model
Clustering 
algorithm

User groups
based on common 

preferences / 
interests

Identification of 
common 

preferences / 
interests

Group 
recommendation

User profiles
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Thank you!
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